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Status of this Memo

   This document is an Internet Draft. Internet Drafts are working
   documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), its Areas,
   and its Working Groups. Note that other groups may also distribute
   working documents as Internet Drafts.

   Internet Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six
   months. Internet Drafts may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by
   Internet Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six
   months. Internet Drafts may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by
   other documents at any time. It is not appropriate to use Internet
   Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as a "working
   draft" or "work in progress".

   Please check the I-D abstract listing contained in each Internet
   Draft directory to learn the current status of this or any other
   Internet Draft.

Abstract

   In the current multi-provider Internet, it is common for an entity to
   have multiple service providers. Symmetric routing becomes
   increasingly important for various reasons.  This memo documents and
   analyzes the current practice in implementing symmetric inter-domain
   routing using BGP for several representative topologies of Internet
   connections.

1.  Introduction

   In the multi-provider Internet, it is common for an entity to have
   multiple connections to the Internet.  For example,
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   o    A Regional Service Provider (RSP) may be connected to multiple
        transit Internet Service Providers (ISPs).

   o    A service subscriber may be connected to multiple RSPs or ISPs.

   o    Subscribers of different providers may wish to backup each
        other.

   These connections would provide for the capability of load sharing,
   path diversification and backup.  The Internet is a mesh of ISPs,
   RSPs and service subscribers and is generally sparsely connected.

   Symmetric routing is generally preferred as it facilitates problem
   resolution, and provides for better resource (especially network
   capacity) planning and utilization.  Routing symmetry is also desir-
   able in achieving optimal traffic flow in terms of reliability, delay
   character, cost and other QoS metrics.  Several applications such as
   NTP, RSVP and MBONE rely upon routing symmetry.  In the multi-
   provider Internet, routing asymmetry, especially at the inter-domain
   level, may have serious economic and legal ramifications.

   This paper presents several representative topologies of Internet
   connection and their inter-domain routing requirements.  It then doc-
   uments and analyzes the current practice in implementing symmetric
   inter-domain routing in these cases using BGP.

   This paper assumes that in general an ISP treats other ISPs equally
   (in terms of the "local_pref" parameter) in the route selection pro-
   cess.  It also assumes that the following order of preference is fol-
   lowed for the purpose of route selection: first the "local_pref"
   parameter, followed by the shortest AS-path, the MED, and the IGP
   metric.

   It is noted that the length of the AS-path has not been specified in
   the BGP document [1] as a route selection criteria.  However, it has
   been included in more than one implementations, and has been widely
   used as such.

2.  Internet Connection and Routing

   The Internet is a mesh of transit Internet Service Providers (ISPs),
   Regional Service Providers (RSPs), and service subscribers.  In gen-
   eral this mesh is rather sparsely connected with loose hierarchy.  In
   the multi-provider Internet, a good routing plan for an entity (i.e.,
   autonomous system) requires good understanding of its internal net-
   work topology, its connection to direct providers (and neighboring
   ASs), and its path to the major interconnection points (or network
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   access points, NAPs).

   In this section, we present several typical topologies of Internet
   connections, and their inter-domain routing requirements.   Although
   these cases are not meant to be exhaustive,  they are expected to
   cover the vast majority of Internet connection topologies.

2.1 An Entity with a Single Direct Provider

                  +-----+         +-----+         +-----+
                  | ISP |         | ISP |         | ISP |
                  +-----+         +-----+         +-----+
                     |               |               |
                  +-----+         +-----+         +-----+
                  | AS1 |         | RSP |         | RSP |
                  +-----+         +-----+         +-----+
                                                     |
                                                  +-----+
                                                  | AS1 |
                                                  +-----+

                  (a)               (b)             (c)

                                 Figure 1

   The routing is always symmetric at the inter-domain level.  Routing
   policies can be achieved using the current version of BGP.  AS1 can
   either take full routing or use default.
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2.2 Backup of Entities with Different Direct Providers

   Several topologies are shown in Figure 2.  Both AS1 and AS2 have
   their direct provider(s), and they would like to backup each other.
   That is, if the link between AS1 and its direct provider is down, the
   link between AS1 and AS2 would be used to reach the Internet.

        +-----+                +------+                  +------+
        | ISP |                | ISP3 |                  | ISP3 |
        +-----+                +------+                  +------+
         /   \                 /     \                  /       \
        /     \               / (NAP) \                /  (NAP)  \
   +-----+    +-----+   +------+      +------+    +------+       +------+
   | AS1 |----| AS2 |   | ISP1 |------| ISP2 |    | ISP1 |-------| ISP2 |
   +-----+    +-----+   +------+      +------+    +------+       +------+
                           |             |            |              |
                        +------+      +------+     +------+      +------+
                        | AS1  |------|  AS2 |     | RSP1 |      | RSP2 |
                        +------+      +------+     +------+      +------+
                                                      |              |
                                                   +------+      +------+
                                                   | AS1  |------| AS2  |
                                                   +------+      +------+

         (a)                      (b)                          (c)

                                Figure 2

   Note that in Figures 2(a)-2(b), AS1 and AS2 could be RSPs.

   In all cases of Figure 2, in order to provide for backup, AS1 shall
   permit the acceptance of AS2's routes from both AS2 and AS1's direct
   provider, and permit their announcements to its direct providers.
   Similar configuration is required for AS2.

   There are two common routing policies depending upon how the link
   between AS1 and AS2 is used.

   Policy 1: Used solely as a backup link

      The routing policy can be implemented by coordinating AS-based
      "local_pref" values between neighboring ASs.

      In all cases of Figure 2, the "local_pref" value for the peer of
      AS1 or AS2 with its direct provider shall be higher than that for
      the peer between AS1 and AS2.  Either full routing or partial
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      routing can be configured.

      For example, in Figure 2(a), AS1 can take full routing from ISP
      and AS2.   An alternative is for AS1 to take only AS2's routes
      from ISP and AS2, and configure default routes (with different
      weights) at its border routers and then propagate them into its
      own AS (via, e.g., iBGP).  The ISP needs to make sure that the
      "local_pref" values are equal for the peers with AS1 and AS2 so
      that the shorter AS-path would be selected.

   Policy 2: Used for traffic between AS1 and AS2, and as backup in gen-
   eral

      In general this routing policy can be implemented by coordinating
      AS-based "local_pref" values among the neighboring ASs and direct
      providers.

      In Figure 2(a), equal "local_pref" values could be configured for
      all the peers.  Then the length of AS path would be used as tie-
      breaker in the route selection.   AS1 can either take full routing
      from AS2 and its direct provider.  It can also choose to take only
      AS2's routes from its direct provider and AS2, and configure
      default routes (with a different weights) at its border routers
      and then propagate them into its own AS (via, e.g., iBGP).  Simi-
      lar configuration for AS2.

      In Figures 2(b)-(c), AS1 can either take full routing from AS2 and
      its direct provider, and configure the "local_pref" parameter so
      that traffic to AS2 prefers the AS1 - AS2 link over the link to
      its direct provider. AS1 can choose to take only AS2's routes from
      its direct provider and AS2, and configure default routes (with
      different weight) at its border routers and then propagate them
      into its own AS (via, e.g., iBGP). Similar configuration for AS2.

      AS1's direct provider (and possible its ISP) needs to configure
      the "local_pref" parameter so that traffic to AS2 does not prefer
      the link to AS1.  Similar configuration is required for AS2's
      direct provider.
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2.3 An Entity with Multiple Direct Providers

   As shown in Figure 3, AS1 has two direct providers. X and Y are
   routes of AS1.  Note that AS1 could be an RSP.

          +------+                 +-----+                +------+
          | ISP3 |                 | ISP |                | ISP3 |
          +------+                 +-----+                +------+
          /      \                 /     \                 /    \
         /  (NAP) \               /       \               / (NAP)\
   +------+      +------+  +------+       +------+  +------+     +-----+
   | ISP1 |------| ISP2 |  | RSP1 |       | RSP2 |  | ISP1 |-----| ISP2|
   +------+      +------+  +------+       +------+  +------+     +-----+
         \        /               \       /            |            |
          \L1    /L2               \L1   /L2           |            |
          +------+                +------+          +------+     +-----+
          |  AS1 |                | AS1  |          | RSP1 |     | RSP2|
          |X    Y|                |X    Y|          +------+     +-----+
          +------+                +------+                \       /
                                                           \L1   /L2
                                                           +------+
                                                           | AS1  |
                                                           |X    Y|
                                                           +------+

           (a)                      (b)                       (c)

                                   Figure 3

   Depending upon the quality of these links and the internal network
   topology of the AS, there are several common routing policies.

   Policy 1: One link is used as primary, the other as pure backup

      This policy is common when the quality of these links differ dra-
      matically.

      This policy can be implemented by coordinating AS-based
      "local_pref" values between the entity and its direct providers.
      The AS can either take full routing or use default routes.  In the
      case of default, each border router can configure a default route
      and then propagate it into the AS (via, e.g., iBGP).

   Policy 2: Each link is used for traffic with the respective direct
   provider.  In general one link is used as primary, and the other as
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   backup.

      If the traffic between AS1 and its direct providers (and their
      customers) shall take the direct link, AS1 needs to be configured:

       o   either with partial routing (only routes of the direct
           providers and their customers) and  defaults with different
           weights.

       o   or with full routing and configure AS-based "local_pref" val-
           ues.

        The difficulty is that the indirect providers (e.g., ISP3 in
        Figure 3(a)) may have to be involved to achieve symmetric rout-
        ing.  More specifically,

       o   In Figure 3(a), ISP3 would receive routes X and Y from both
           ISP1 and ISP2 with identical length of AS paths.  In order
           for L1 to be favored by ISP3 to AS1, ISP1 would need to
           manipulate the AS-path length, which is discussed in Section

3.1.   Another approach is for ISP3 to configure AS-based
           "local_pref" parameter, which certainly does not scale well
           as there are many ISPs at an NAP.  In addition, it is almost
           impossible to do as AS1 is not a customer of ISP3.

       o   In Figure 3(b), ISP would receive routes X and Y from both
           RSP1 and RSP2 with identical length of AS paths.  Either RSP1
           needs to manipulate the AS-path length, or ISP needs to con-
           figure AS-based "local_pref" parameter.

       o   In Figure 3(c), ISP1 would receive routes X and Y from both
           RSP1 and ISP2.  In order for traffic from ISP1 to AS1 to
           favor the ISP1 - ISP2 link,  either RSP1 needs to manipulate
           the AS-path length, or ISP1 needs to configure AS-based
           "local_pref" parameter.

        Another problem is that it is difficult for AS1 to implement
        "full routing", as AS1 needs to update the AS list for the
        "local_pref" parameter each time its direct providers acquire a
        new AS as a customer.   Nevertheless, some entities still prefer
        full routing.

   Policy 3: Partial load-sharing among these links

      That is, the direct link is used for traffic between AS1 and its
      direct providers including its customers.  However, the closest
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      exit point would be taken for traffic beyond these direct
      providers and their customers. For example, in Figure 3(a) traffic
      between AS1 and ISP1 (and its customers) would use the direct link
      between AS1 and ISP1; traffic between AS1 and ISP2 (and its cus-
      tomers) would use the direct link between AS1 and ISP2.  For traf-
      fic destined to ISP3, either ISP1 or ISP2 would be used depending
      on where the traffic is originated in AS1.

      AS1 can take full routing.  It can also take partial routing
      (routes of direct providers and their customers), and configure
      equal-weight default routes at its border routers and propagate
      them into its AS.

      The problem is how to make sure the return traffic from a 4th
      party (e.g., ISP3 in Figure 3(a)) is symmetric.

   Policy 4: Complete load-sharing among these links

      That is, each network in AS1 sends packets to the closer (in terms
      of internal route preference) border router that peers with a
      direct providers.  The return traffic is expected to take a sym-
      metric path.  For example, in Figure 3(a) a packet, which is orig-
      inated from network X and is destined outside AS1, would be for-
      warded to ISP1, even when the destination is in ISP2.

      The simpler approach is for AS1 to use default.  That is, AS1
      would first configure default route at each connection to a
      provider and propagate (e.g., via iBGP) them into the AS.  Then,
      each network in AS1 choose the closest exit point (determined by
      IGP metric).  The problem is how to make sure the return traffic
      to X and Y takes symmetric paths.  Currently this is achieved by
      manipulating the AS-path length or other approaches detailed in
      the following section.

      If AS1 still prefers to take full routing, more coordination would
      be required for using the AS path manipulation or other techniques
      as described in Section 3.

3.  Current Practices

   Currently there are mainly three approaches to implement Polices 2-4
   for Figure 3.  This section presents analysis and critique of these
   approaches.  Without loss of generality, Figure 3(a) is used as an
   example.
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3.1 Manipulation of AS Path Length

   Although the length of the AS path was not specified in [1] as a
   parameter in the route selection process,  it has been widely used as
   such.

   Some router software offers the ability of prepending AS numbers to
   the AS path for the purpose of influencing the route selection.  Here
   is how the feature can be used.  First, AS1 categorizes all of its
   routes and prepends an AS number (either its own AS or a different AS
   number):

                        AS1 Prepend             AS Path
             Route   To ISP1    To ISP2      ISP1       ISP2
             =====   =======    =======     =======    ======
               X                  AS1       AS1       AS1 AS1
               Y       AS1                  AS1 AS1   AS1

   In general the different AS paths can be used by ISP1 and ISP2 to
   configure AS-based "local_pref" values to implement the desired rout-
   ing policy.  The "local_pref" configuration would not be necessary if
   there are sufficient number of ASs inserted.

   With this approach the AS that originates the preference has full
   control, and only that AS needs to manipulate the AS path on a per-
   route basis.

   The drawbacks of this approach includes:

      o   It extends the AS path with superfluous information.  In par-
          ticular, the superfluous information in the AS path would be
          propagated upstream and to the whole Internet.

      o   The number of ASs that need to be preprended is in general
          proportional to the number of direct providers.

      o   Compatibility with other BGP implementation may be a problem.

3.2 Splitting AS

   This approach requires an AS to be split into multiple ASs and run
   external BGP between these ASs (possibly with MEDs configured for
   load balancing among these ASs).  Then the cases in Figure 3 can be
   reduced to the cases in Figure 2,  which have been discussed in Sec-
   tion 2.
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   This is probably the cleanest approach the current BGP version can
   offer.  However, there is a great deal of reluctance in using this
   approach.  Practical problems with this approach include:

      o   It does not work with the partial load-sharing case where the
          connections to multiple providers originate from one router.

      o   Splitting ASs and having them maintained could be quite
          involved depending upon the internal network topology.

      o   Extra AS numbers are required [7].  It would be necessary to
          apply for AS numbers at the InterNIC.

      o   The number of split ASs is proportional to the number of
          direct providers.

      o   Wasting of AS numbers.  The exhaustion of the AS number space
          could become real with the ever-increasing number of such
          needs.

      o   The increased number of ASs would add complexity to the Inter-
          net topology, and therefore complicate problem resolution.

      o   An AS number has been traditionally tied to an organization.
          Splitting AS means loss of coherence for some customers.

3.3 NLRI-based Preference Specification

   This is the approach that has been used for the NSFNET.  Here is how
   it is done with Figure 3(a).  ISP1 and ISP2 configure net-based pref-
   erence on their routers, according to preference provided by AS1.
   For example, for route X, ISP1 would configure higher preference for
   its direct link with AS1, and lower preference for its direct link
   with ISP2.

   This approach requires NRLI-based customization with the direct
   providers and sometimes indirect providers as well as the originating
   AS.  The NSFNET configuration experience has shown that this approach
   requires non-trivial administrative coordination and full topology
   information.  In addition, it places a burden on routers with limited
   memory capacity.   For these reasons,  the NLRI-based preference con-
   figuration should be avoided at the provider level if possible.
   Instead, such a configuration should be pushed as close to the origi-
   nating AS as possible.
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3.4 Perfect Aggregation and Addressing

   In the cases that all routes in the AS are covered by an aggregate
   and address assignment is completely consistent with the network
   topology, the rule of the longest prefix match can be used to help
   achieve routing symmetry and load sharing.  That is, a portion of the
   aggregate, along with the aggregate itself, can be announced to one
   direct provider.  The remaining portion of the aggregate, along with
   the aggregate itself, can be announced to the other direct provider.

   It does not work with the partial load-sharing case where the connec-
   tions to multiple providers originate from one router.  More impor-
   tantly, the requirement of this approach is not likely to be met in
   practice.  So, this approach is listed just for the sake of complete-
   ness.

4.  Discussion

   As has been illustrated in Section 3, it is not easy to implement
   routing symmetry and load sharing for an entity with multiple direct
   providers using the current functionality of BGP.  There are many
   drawbacks with the current practice of implementation.  Even the
   implementation of the AS-based "local_pref" parameter can sometimes
   be quite involved.  The difficulty is caused by the lack of a glob-
   ally transitive preference an AS (with multiple direct providers) can
   specify, and be used in the route selection process.

   A new BGP attribute termed "Destination Preference Attribute" (DPA)
   has been proposed in [3] to address such need.  As illustrated in
   [4], the routing policies presented in Section 2 can be implemented
   with ease by using the DPA attribute.  In particular, only the AS
   that originates this preference needs to specify this preference on a
   per-route basis.

5.  Security Considerations

   Security considerations are not discussed in this memo.
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